Pira Tritasavit is the founder of Kingdom Professionals Coaching, an organization committed to “helping Christians bring Sundays into their workdays”.

He is passionate about helping others integrate their head, heart, and hands: identifying the best ideas from their head, connecting with the best motives in their heart, and motivating the very best practices with hands-on action.

Pira has coached students, pastors, couples, and working-professionals. He is a gifted public speaker as well as a strategically-attentive listener.

Born and raised in San Francisco, Pira has enjoyed working in diverse urban contexts. He has served as a school teacher, an administrator, a recruiter, and a pastor.

Pira has served on the mission field as a musician with a nationally-touring rock-band, and as a language teacher during the Beijing Olympics.

For fun, he has competed as a contestant on two nationally-televised game shows: The Price is Right and Wheel of Fortune. He holds to the firm belief that LIFE and LEARNING should always be FUN!

Pira earned a Master of Divinity from Western Seminary and is a member of the International Coach Federation. He is married to his best friend Venus, with whom he enjoys raising their son, Ezekiel Piper Tritasavit.

“Coaching helped me think through themes that I was noticing in my life and my relationship with God. Pira’s questions and observations really helped reveal more appropriate ways I should be thinking about issues and actionable takeaways for growth.”

ALEX SHIH
Mobile Program Manager, Twitter
San Francisco, CA

“Pira’s uncanny ability to engage his participant with sincere personality and strategic direction is part of what makes him a successful coach. I found myself laughing, feeling encouraged, and inspired throughout our hour together. I was surprised to discover clear strategic next steps which really isolated some solutions.”

KEVIN MO-WONG
SolidLife Initiatives Director, Solidarity Placentia, CA

“Pira was an insightful, creative, and highly motivational coach! He helped me define my game plan and get it done! I would highly recommend him to anyone looking to increase their personal vision and reach their goals.”

TIMOTHY LIU
Pastor, First Chinese Baptist Church, Norfolk, VA